NEW ACQUISITIONS. OCTOBER 2022

FOREWORD

Dear friends and colleagues,
We would like to share with you our new list of the latest acquisitions. As always we
tried to gather items from many different areas of life with a focus on the 1920s-30s
and extraordinary book designs and artwork. Here is a table of contents for easier
navigation:
1. Africa
2. Americana
3. Ukraine
4. Book Design
5. Books for Youngsters
6. Libraries
7. Life & Art Of The Peoples Of The USSR
8. Radio
9. Soviet Economy
10. Miscellaneous
We also would love to invite you to the 44th International Antiquarian Boston Book Fair
2022 which will take place on November 11-13 at Hynes Convention Center (more info
here). Our booth number is 507, and we would love to see everyone, catch up and talk
all things bookish!
Bookvica team
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Not in Worldcat.

02

Not in Worldcat.

[MURZILKA ON THE LIFE OF AFRICANS]

Shalash AIOU : Afrikanskaia skazka [i.e. Hut of AIOU : African Tale] / Text by
L. Zilov, illustrations by I. Mrochkovskii. Moscow: Pravda, 1930. 22 pp.: ill.
12,5x8,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Very good.
First and only edition. Rare and fragile lithographic book for
children issued as a supplement to the magazine ‘Murzilka’.
The Soviet Union was officially friendly to all races and
nationalities – in particular, to black people, due to their hardship in
bourgeois countries. This book contains a tale for young readers about
the life of African children. No politics and mentions of colonies were
included.
Most illustrations were created in three colors. They were produced
by graphic artist I. Mrochkovskii who is known for propaganda poster
design. In the late 1920s – early 1930s, he contributed to the magazine
‘Murzilka’.
The author, Lev Zilov (1883-1937) is better known as a children’s
writer. He began interacting with young generations while heading an
Ivanovo orphanage and working on people’s education in early postrevolutionary years. Overall he wrote about 50 children’s books and 5
collections of poetry and prose.
$950

[CONGO VS COLONIZERS]

Negritenok Yaling [i.e. Black Boy Yaling] / Text by K. Globa-Mikhailenko,
illustrations by K. Kuznetsov. Moscow: Pravda, 1930. 22 pp.: ill. 12x8,5
cm. In original illustrated wrappers. No sewing. Minor fragment of spine
lost, some foxing, otherwise very good.
First and only edition. Scarce. A fragile children’s book on
African uprising.
Cover and illustrations were created by Konstantin Kuznetsov
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(1886-1943), book illustrator and engraver who collaborated with
publishing houses Detgiz, ‘Molodaia Gvardiia’ and magazines ‘Veselye
kartinki’ [Cheerful Pictures] and ‘Murzilka’. He primarily gained fame
thanks to his works on fairy-tale topics. He experimented with
engraving techniques and explained them to children, worked as an
animator. Kuznetsov designed over two hundred books, including A.
Barto, S. Marshak, K. Paustovsky, et al.
In French Congo, a boy named Yaling lives with his mother
since his father had been captured and sent to railway construction –
that was merely defined as “machine”. Women and children managed
to hide in jungles but once Yaling was grabbed by colonizers. He was
watching the construction of the “machine”, saw sufferings of black
people and witnessed their uprising.
$950
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[AFRICA AND THE USSR]

Poster. Nastupaet vozmezdiia vremia [i.e. Time of Revenge Is Coming].
Leningrad: Khudozhnik RSFSR, 1980. 57x42,5 cm. Few small tears of
right edge, two pale water stains on the rear side, otherwise very good.
One of 3056 copies produced. Rare.
Poster was created by graphic artist and wood engraver
Vladimir Men’shikov (1933-1994). In 1957 he graduated from the
Leningrad Higher School of Industrial Art named after V. I. Mukhina.
Men’shikov worked for publishing houses “Khudozhestvennaia literatura’,
“Khudozhnik RSFSR”, “Detskaia literatura”, Leninizdat, Murmansk Book
Publishing House and others. Also, he performed satirical posters on
social and political topics as a member of an art group ‘Fighting Pencil’,
including this particular print. Verses were written by screenwriter
Dmitrii Tolmachev (1904-1980).
The poster is related to decolonization of African people,
establishment of local governments and the Cold War. The USSR was
the largest country that called for liberation of African countries and
their struggle against capitalist exploitation. In 1960, most colonies
were liquidated, but countries such as Angola, Mozambique, Ethiopia
continued to fight for their independence. The USSR was actively
involved in African military conflicts at that time. In particular, the
Angolan Civil War is widely considered a Cold War proxy conflict, as the
Soviet Union and the United States provided assistance to the opposing
factions.
One of them, MPLA asked the USSR for support, announcing
the socialist course of the country’s development and proclaiming
creation of the People’s Republic of Angola. The Soviet Union had
its own colossal interest in responding to the Angolan appeal: the
countries almost immediately signed an agreement on the use of the
Angolan military infrastructure in the Soviet military interests. Thus, the
USSR received operational naval and air bases in southern Africa, and
Angola received assistance with weapons and military equipment, as
well as military specialists. In total, about 11 thousand Soviet military
personnel visited Angola for over 16 years of official military-technical
cooperation.
$650
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AMERICANA

04

Worldcat shows
copies located
in Princeton,
Wisconsin
and Harvard
Universities.

[SCOPES MONKEY TRIAL]

Poletika, N. “Obez’iannii” protsess v Amerike [i.e. Monkey Trial in America].
Moscow; Leningrad: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo, 1926. 104 pp.: ill.
20,5x14,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Small tears of spine,
some soiling and creases of covers, some foxing, small blank fragment
of t.p. lost, otherwise very good.
Signed by the author on the title page.
First and only edition. One of 5000 copies. Rare.
For Soviet mass consciousness, this American case when a
religious group attacked the theory of evolution was close to other acts
of violence adopted by the church. So it was immediately denounced in
the atheist state. In this book, Soviet historian and economist Nikolai
Poletika (1896-1988) retells the trial process and elaborates on
fundamental Christianity stressing its class (bourgeois) nature.
Poletika was appointed “own correspondent” of ‘Leningradskaia
Pravda’ from London, Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Rome, Washington and other
capitals of the world – actually, he had to base on foreign newspapers
and write without leaving the USSR. In 1928, Poletika made a report
on the origin of World War I and a more than two-hour report caused a
great public reaction. He was one of the first Soviet scholars to seriously
study the history of the outbreak of the First World War on an extensive
documentary basis. His books were published and reprinted until he
managed to emigrate to Israel in 1973. After that, his name and input
were hushed up.
Cover design was created by Evgenii Belukha (1889-1943). In
1912-1913 he studied at the Higher Art School of Painting, Sculpture
and Architecture, then at a studio of V. Shukhaev in 1918. Initially,
Belukha worked under the pseudonym E. Nimich. He designed books,
primarily using lithography and etching.
$750
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No copies found in
Worldcat.

[ A L E X A N D E R S U R I KOV ]

Gold, M. 120 millionov [i.e. 120 millions]. Moscow: ZiF, 1930. 184 pp.
21,5x14,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Oversized covers bumped,
with minor creases and tears, some pale stains on covers, blank corner
of title page lost, otherwise very good.
First Russian edition. One of 5000 copies produced. Very rare.
Cover design was produced by Alexander Surikov (19071946). He studied in the Nizhny Novgorod Art and Craft School in
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the late 1920s and certainly had an internship in Nizhpoligraf when
Nikolai Ilyin organized printing experiments there. Then he moved to
Leningrad where continued his study. In that time, Surikov embarked on
designing books and types as a part-time worker. Later he worked for
publishing houses in Leningrad, Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod, setting
his own principles. Krichevskii noted in the monograph on Surikov that
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“this cover design is remarkable. It is occasionally settled with crowds
of demonstrators with flags, a couple in love and other characters in
rather tragic situations. That is why this small-scale presentation of the
figures is surprising. They are placed, as usual, in a conditional space
formed by frames and corners, with proper touches and piquant out-offrames. Surikov drew realistically but composed purely formalistically”.
This collection of stories by American proletarian writer Mikhail
Gold (pen name of Itzok Isaac Granich; 1894-1967) was translated by
Mark Volosov. This writer was an ardent supporter of the Bolshevik
Revolution of 1917 and of the Soviet Union until his death. By the year
the book was published, he visited the USSR and even participated in
the 1929 Conference of Proletarian Writers in Kharkov.
$950

06

Copies are located
in Yale, Notre
Dame, Harvard
Universities.

[ K A M E R N Y T H E AT R E ]

O’Neill, E. Negr (Chernoe getto) : P’esa v 3-kh deistviiakh, 7-mi kartinakh
[i.e. The Black Man (Black Ghetto) : Play in 3 Acts, 7 scenes]. Moscow:
Modpik, 1930. 46 pp.+2 pp. of ads. 21x15 cm. In original illustrated
wrappers. Spine and covers restored, pale water stain on outer edge of
pages, otherwise very good.
First and only edition. One of 3000 copies. Rare.
It is the Russian adaptation of the play “All God’s Chillun Got
Wings” by Eugene O’Neill. In 1929, the play was staged at the Kamerny
Theater under the direction of Alexander Tairov. His introduction with
commentaries for theatrical directors opens this book. According to
Tairov, this particular play was necessary for the working audience. He
writes in the introduction: “It is certainly one of the most significant
attempts to expose under the stage light one of the sickest and ugliest
problems engendered by the capitalist system, the racial problem.
In our own struggle, it is beneficial to use the power of those wellaimed revealing blows that O’Neill inflicts on its society and system”.
Through the commentaries Tairov stressed certain moments and
scenes, explaining how to make them more expressive. For example,
he noticed in act 1, scene 3: “With the help of sound and light editing, a
director should help an actress as much as possible to feel and convey
to a spectator a feeling of complete loss of a lonely and broken female
life in the chaos of a big merciless city”.
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In the late 1920s, Tairov directed three plays by Eugene
O’Neill: “The Hairy Ape” and “Desire under the Elms” shown in 1926,
and “All God’s Chillun Got Wings” performed in 1929. The latter was
demonstrated under the title “The Black Man”, due to the topic of racial
inequality. All the mentioned performances were designed by the
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Stenberg brothers. The stage was divided in two, displaying worlds of
white and black people. A principle of shifting screens was developed
in the performance, oppressing the psychological state of the main
character along with aggressive red light. A tribal mask hanging on the
wall became another crucial element of the design.
Cover was designed by Naum Sokolik (1897-1944). Born and
studied in Odessa, he first organized art shows in his native city, then
moved to Moscow. Sokolik is mostly known as a creator of propaganda
and advertising posters. Cover design resembles Stenberg brothers’
movie posters and was most likely based on their advertising poster for
the play. It features one of the main characters, Ella and a tribal mask
while the title is decorated to show miscegenation in the work.
$950
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Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.

[SOCIALIST ROUTINE FOR CHILDREN]

Voetsa, S. Utro v sele i utro v gorode [i.e. Morning in Countryside and
City]. Kyiv: Kul’tura, [1927]. 12 pp.: 17,5x17,5 cm. In original illustrated
wrappers. Good. Spine strengthened with paper, water stains, some
creases and marks.
First and only edition. Very rare in condition.
An excellent example of Ukrainian lithographic children’s
books published in the late 1920s. Through pictures and verses, the
author explained what was the difference between urban and provincial
Soviet life at that time, and showed what was similar for these worlds.

No 07
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In the countryside, mornings started with cows going out to
a shepherd and peasants leaving their dwellings for field work. An
artist added only one tractor on the horizon. In 1927, the Soviet Union
produced not enough tractors to supply them to all regions. Nevertheless,
an operated Machine Works with smoking pipes was pictured in a city.
Workers rushed to get there at seven a.m., so they went by tram. Little
later, groups of little Octobrists went outside. The cover design features
two boys from village and city who differ in clothes and toys, but have
similar appearance of neat socialist children. Illustrations are fairly
simplified and form wide spaces of color.
The book was published in a series ‘My Favorite Tales’, no.
157. The back cover advertises some other books issued, with artists
indicated.
$1,250
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Not found in the
USA.

[ S O V I E T C I N E M AT O G R A P H Y ]

Veter Ukrainy. Al’manakh Assotsiatsii Revoliutsionnykh Russkikh Pisatelei
“ARP”. Kniga pervaia [i.e. Wind of Ukraine. Almanac of the Association
of Russian Revolutionary Writers ‘ARP’. First Book]. Kyiv: ARP, 1929. 160
pp.: ill., 4 ills. 22x16 cm. In original wrappers with letterpress design.
No spine, segments of block and covers detached from each other,
fragments of oversized wrappers lost, small hole in p.19/20 (some text
detached), otherwise good and clean internally.
One of 3000 copies. Very rare. In Russian.
First of two issues produced. This early periodical of socialist
writers and journalists includes an article “The Origin of Ukrainian
Film Culture” by Ukrainian screenwriter and film critic Mykola Liadov
(1900-1937). A former imaginist poet, Liadov embarked on creation of
screenplays and soon was employed in the All-Ukrainian Photo Cinema
Administration (VUFKU).
In the article, he writes about national cultural elements
oppressed for centuries and calls the 1920s “unrestrained renaissance”.
Liadov considered 1927 a turning point in the history of Ukrainian
cinema when the film culture emerged. In this year, two movies of VUFKU
were released and caused a warm reaction from critics: ‘Zvenigora’ by
Dovzhenko and ‘Two Days’ by Stabov. According to Liadov, ‘Zvenigora’
was received as “a dizzying-daring takeoff over a graveyard of stillborn
films”. This picture was both nationalist and proletarian. A still from
its sequel, ‘Arsenal’ (1929) was printed on a separate leaf. Dovzhenko’s
movies combined “epos of old Ukraine with pathos of new one” and
Liadov warned young directors not to make it mainstream. As a failure,
he mentioned ‘Rainfall’ by Kavaleridze. A still from this picture is also
included.
Liadov criticizes a film “Behind the Wall” starring Amvrosy
Buchma but then commends his role in ‘Jimmie Higgins’. He declares
that Dovzhenko and Buchma had become great acquisitions of
Ukrainian cinematography. Then Liadov compliments experimental
approach of documentaries by Dziga Vertov, including ‘The Eleventh
Year’, ‘the Sixth Part of the World’ and ‘Man with a Movie Camera’. The
author calls him “a great master of new proletarian formation”. By 1929,
Vertov and cameraman Mikhail Kaufman had already been working for
VUFKU for two years. Liadov regarded their ‘Man with a Movie Camera’
as an experiment from abstract “absolute movie”. It broke with cinematic
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traditions and dictated its own tendencies. A still from ‘The Eleventh
Year’ is printed on an insert.
Later Liadov became a deputy director of the Mezhrabpomfilm
studio and likely criticized Dziga Vertov. The latter wrote in the
1930s: “The people who, after the triumph of “Three Songs about
Lenin” [released in 1934], decided by all means to prevent my work
on a film about a woman (“Lullaby”), have been exposed. The director
of Mezhrabpomfilm, Liadov, turned out to be an enemy of film truth
but also of truth in any expressions. “Lullaby” was released but wasn’t
shown to a wide audience”.
The second issue of the almanac was published in 1930.
Mykola Liadov was executed during the Great Purge.
$750
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Not in Worldcat.

[ B O R I S K R I U KOW ]

Pavlenko, P. Shamil’ [i.e. Shamil]. Kyiv: Radians’kyi pys’mennyk, 1941. 276
pp. 17x11,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Small tears of spine and
oversized wrappers, few stains on outer edge, some soiling of covers,
back wrapper slightly worn, otherwise very good and clean internally.
Signed by author with inscription: “To dear Kuz’ma Nikolaevich,
as a sign of sincere love and respect in victory days of May 1945, at
the time of the defeat of Berlin. Let the world be small! And let our
further gathering be more interesting and deeper than previous ones.
P. Pavlenko. May 2, 1945. Day of the occupation of Berlin. Leinbach, the
Middle Austria”.
First separate edition of the novel. One of 10.000 copies.
Designed by Boris Kriukow (1895-1967). Graduated from the
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Kiev Art School in 1918, he became one of the most prolific Ukrainian
illustrators, contributing to over 500 books in the interwar period. In
1943, he moved to Lviv and then emigrated to Argentina where he
continued to illustrate books.
This late design was produced for a Ukrainian adaptation of
the novel ‘Shamil’ about a leader of Caucasian resistance to Imperial
Russia in the 1800s. The original Russian work was published in the
Dagestan almanac (Pyatigorsk, 1937) but hadn’t come out as a separate
book until 1942. Thus, this Ukrainian edition of 1941 became the first
separate publication of the novel.
Its author, Petr Pavlenko (1899-1951) was a classic writer of
the Stalinist period. Born in St Petersburg, he moved to Tbilisi in his
childhood, studied in Baku. After the Revolution, Pavlenko entered
the Bolshevik party and served in party organizations in Georgia
and Azerbaijan. In 1924-1927, he worked in the Soviet trade mission
in Turkey that inspired him on early writings. Later Pavlenko created
fiction stories based on journeys to Turkmenia and the Far East, and
was engaged in screenwriting. During the Great Patriotic War he was
a special correspondent for the newspapers ‘Pravda’ and ‘Krasnaya
Zvezda’, transporting between fronts.
$750

10

Only copy is
located at the
University of
Illinois.

[ D I S P L AC E D P E R S O N S CA M P S ]

Twain, M. Hromy : opovidannia [i.e. Thunders : Short Stories]. Germany:
Dnipro, 1948. 56 pp. 15x10,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Mint.
DP-edition. Very rare. In Ukrainian. Printrun and translator aren’t
indicated.
The collection includes the adaptation of 6 stories by Mark
Twain: ‘The Deathly Circle’, ‘How I Once Edited an Agricultural Paper’,
‘A Fable’, ‘Mrs McWilliams and the Lightning’, ‘The Facts Concerning the
Late Senatorial Secretaryship’ and ‘Running for Governor’.
More than two hundreds of Ukrainian writers, scientists, artists,
public and political figures were registered in displaced-person camps
in the post-war period. All of them were threatened by Gulag camps,
in case they were transferred to camps in the Soviet occupation zone.
Publishing activity of Ukrainians in post-war Germany was inspired by
the Artistic Ukrainian Movement (MUR), a unique association of writers
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of Ukrainian anti-communist emigrants. Dozens of Ukrainian periodicals
came out alongside books.
Translation of these short stories was likely taken from the
1926 Lviv collection of the same content.
$750
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Peredovye otriady – Leninu [i.e. From Vanguard Groups to Lenin]. Moscow:
Rabochaia Moskva, 1924. 40 pp.: ill. 26x17,5 cm. In original constructivist
wrappers. Foxing occasionally, otherwise very good.
First and only edition. Rare.
Notable constructivist cover design reproduces Lenin’s
portrait. It was created by Leonid Mezhericher (1898-1938), an artist
and photographer who was known as an initiator of the Soviet Press
Photographers Association. In the 1920s, Mezhericher was one of the
designers who contributed to the magazine “Samolet” (Airplane; 19231926). In 1931, he published a book ‘Soviet Photo Information in a New
Phase’. He was arrested and died in the Magadan camp in 1938.
The book was issued the same year the party leader died. It
is entirely filled out with texts in posthumous frames and includes no
color spots at all. In the front cover, silhouettes of funeral lowered flags
are depicted behind the portrait.
$350

Not found in
Worldcat.

12

Only copy is
located in the
Getty Institute.

[ PA P E R M E M O R I A L T O L E N I N ]

[ S O V I E T C I N E M AT O G R A P H Y ]

Kryl’ia kholopa [i.e. The Wings of a Serf]. Moscow: Kinopechat’, [1926]. 8
pp.: ill. 17,5x26,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Mint.
Very rare. The film’s sets and most likely this remarkable
pamphlet were designed by artist Vladimir Yegorov (1878-1960). He
gained fame for the Soviet film ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’ (1915)
directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold, later he worked with Vsevolod
Pudovkin.
A publishing company Kinopechat’ released a great diversity of
libretto brochures in the early Soviet period. Along with experimental
film production, such advertising brochures featured a constructivist
approach in design. Librettos ‘Who Are You?’, ‘Red Imps’, ‘The Man from
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the Restaurant’, ‘The Wings of a Serf’, etc. included photomontages of
actors and film sets.
This libretto presents the 1926 silent film ‘The Wings of a Serf’.
It is an extraordinary denunciation of the tsarist regime, showing the
reign of Ivan the Terrible.
The picture was produced by Belarusian director Iurii Tarich
(1885-1967). In pre-revolutionary period, Tarich performed in provincial
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theaters in Chita, Blagoveshchensk, Khabarovsk, Tambov. In 1917 he
moved to Moscow where played in stage performances and some films.
Tarich debuted as movie director in 1925. In 1928-1939, he worked in
the Soviet Belarus studio, influencing early Belarusian cinematography.
In the 1940s, Tarich was evacuated to Kazakhstan and contributed to
the Central United Film Studio in Almaty, then headed the Mongolian
Film Studio in Ulaanbaatar. Later years of his activity are associated
with documentary films.
‘The Wings of a Serf’ was edited by Jewish female filmmaker
Esfir Shub (1894-1959), known for ability to turn any foreign movie into
a propaganda picture. In 1919-1921, Esfir Shub worked with Vsevolod
Meyerhold in the theater department of the People’s Commissariat
of Education. In 1922, she began to work at the Goskino film studio,
preparing foreign or Russian pre-revolutionary films for distribution
in the USSR as well as creating the new ones. Shub was appointed a
director of Mosfilm (later Sovkino) in 1926 and a director of the Central
Documentary Film Studio in 1942.
The film was based on a novel ‘The Wings of a Serf’ by Konstantin
Shil’dkret and revised by screenwriter Viktor Shklovskii (1893-1984). It
showed inventor but serf Nikishka who turned up at the epicenter of
noble squabbles. His only passion, handmade wings successfully passed
an experimental flight but were burned as communication with Satan.
Their creator died in prison.
An advertisement on the back cover announced the Soviet
silent black-and-white film “Alim – the Crimean Dzhigit” (1926) by G.
Tasin which was banned for screening in 1937.
$950
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Not in Worldcat.

[ P R O PA G A N D A P O S T E R P R O D U C T I O N ]

Two catalogs. Prospekt khudozhestvennogo izdatel’skogo aktsionernogo
obshchestva AKHR [i.e. Pamphlet of Art Publishing Joint Stock Company
AKHR]. Moscow, 1929—1930. 24,5x13,5 cm. In original constructivist
wrappers. Some marks on the front cover of the 1929 issue. Covers of
1930 issue rubbed, slightly soiled and restored, upper and lower edges
cut away. Otherwise very good.
Printrun varied 5000-6000 copies. Extremely rare.
Two trade catalogs of a publishing house of the Association
of Artists of Revolutionary Russia (AKHRR or sometimes AKHR) that
were issued before the crackdown on independent art movements in
1932. The organization was founded in 1922. The art of AKHRR, with
its propaganda pathos, was expressed in “clear realistic forms” and
subordinated to the ideology, so it received the support of the Soviet
government. AKHRR took a monopoly position in art life and influenced
cultural policy that later destroyed the “formalist” art. In 1932 the
association itself was closed out, turning into the Union of Soviet
Artists.
Constructivist cover design was produced by Vladimir Shtranikh
(1888-1981). He graduated from Stroganov Moscow State Academy of
Arts and Industry and worked under K. Korovin at the Bolshoi Theater.
In early post-revolutionary years he headed the Proletkult studio in
Smolensk, then he came back to Moscow in 1922. He gained fame
for his paintings and propaganda posters. In 1932 he participated in
a show “Poster at the Service of the Five-Year Plan”. Apart from the
cover design, he likely created a constructivist advertisement for a
subscription to a collection of painting reproductions ‘Artistic Treasures
of Russia’. His posters are listed in the 1930 catalog.
The 1929 catalog opens with “a 2-meter portrait of Lenin
printed in 12 colors” (the issue features its black and white image).
Also, a price list for 28 posters is given; all of them were produced in
the same size and number of colors. In 1929, the association published
posters on industrialization, electrification and socialist construction.
The catalog comprises reproductions of two posters and some portraits
of party officials, including Alexei Rykov (executed in 1938).
In 1930 the AKHRR significantly enlarged production and
began to print such issues several times per year. The February catalog
for 1930 provided much more information than in 1929. It listed 89
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posters, including a set “Five-Year Plan to the Masses” that consisted
of 18 prints. Other posters are divided into several sections according
to topics: “For World Women’s Day”, “Anti-Religious”, “Anti-Alcohol”, “For
Defense of the USSR”, etc. A section on cultural construction includes a
poster “Women’s Education in National Republics and Regions” by artist
Mikhailov. Among posters entitled merely “Propaganda” are prints “Let’s
Build Nurseries” by Poskrebyshev and “Let’s Intensify Struggle Against
Prostitution” by Terpsikhorov and Mikhailov. The organization produced
only one poster on “cleansing of the party ranks” by Mikhail Cheremnykh
and even three posters on inventions, including Shtranikh’s work. The
catalog also advertises the production of 47 luboks of various sizes,
reproductions of paintings by contemporary Soviet artists and masters
from major Russian museums, 401 postcards, 6 manuals and 5 art
historian books. In 1930, AKHRR published 34 portraits, including images
of Józef Unszlicht, Vasily Blyukher, Andrey Bubnov, Nikolai Goloded and
Jānis Rudzutaks. All mentioned revolutionaries were executed in the
Great Purge. A portrait of Blyukher is reproduced.
$1,250

14

The only copy
is located
in Princeton
University.

[ P H O T O M O N TA G E S B Y S E D E L’ N I K O V ]

Karatel’naia politika kapitalisticheskikh stran : Sbornik statei [i.e. Punitive
Policy of Capitalist Countries : Collection of Articles] / State Institute for
the Study of Crime. Moscow: Sovetskoe zakonodatel’stvo, 1933. 197
pp.: ill., 4 ills. 23x15,5 cm. In original constructivist cardboards. Spine
chipped, corners of covers and spine restored, stamp of private library
on p.3, unclear publisher’s stamp on first insert, otherwise very good
and clean copy.
First and only edition. One of 10250 copies. Very rare.
Design contains photomontages created by Nikolai Sedel’nikov
(1905–1994). Being a VKHUTEMAS graduate, he became known as a
master of type design and photomontage compositions. Alongside S.
Telingater and N. Ilyin, Sedel’nikov advocated a concept of a book as
the whole organism. They all were entrusted to design essential books
commissioned by the party.
Apart from a rather simple montage in cover design, Sedel’nikov
produced photomontages for four two-sided inserts dedicated to four
following texts. An article “German Exclusive Law” was preceded with
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two compositions consisting of German workers marching and raising
Communist flags. An insert before an article “Punitive Policy of French
Imperialism in Algeria” illustrates how capitalists were lifting thanks
to the labor of poor people. To ironize or exacerbate the composition,
Sedel’nikov added Russian words “Freedom, Equality and Brotherhood”.
The rear side of the insert shows African slaves, Algerian refugees and
two military aircraft over them. Red elements of a following insert are
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a flag and a bleeding head of one of the demonstrators arrested by
American police. On the rear side, red arrows guide a prisoner a way to a
jail through the Statue of Liberty. After it, the text is titled “Exploitation
of Prisoners’ Labor in the USA”.
This collection was the first one supposed to uncover “all sides
of fascistization of criminal policy of capitalist countries”. It consists
of articles by Soviet specialists in criminal law: Mikhail Isaev (18801950), Aron Trainin (1883-1957), Andrei Piontkovskii (1898-1973) and
Pavel Liublinskii (1882-1938). Most of them were co-authors of an early
Soviet textbook “Criminal Law’ (1938). According to the foreword, all the
authors “previously stood on positions hostile to the Marxist-Leninist
methodology, but they got better”. So they were finally approved to
contribute to this propaganda edition.
In the last article, professor Liublinskii analyzes American
law related to import or production of goods by prisoners, jail living
conditions, convict-lease system, violence of prison officers, etc. The
text was presented as a response to world scandal against ruthless
exploitation of Soviet prisoners in logging. Liublinskii cited Molotov’s
official speech when he denied any labor of prisoners but community
and road service.
$1,950
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BOOKS FOR YOUNGSTERS

15

Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.

[ YO U N G P I O N E E R S P E R F O R M ]

Smoliarov, Ia. Sto igr iunykh pionerov [i.e. One Hundred Games of Young
Pioneers]. Moscow: Molodaia gvardiia, 1925. 76, [2] pp.: ill.+ [2] pp. of
ads. 25x17,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers with letterpress design.
Almost no spine, with some fragments of paper along spine lost, soiling
of covers, front wrapper and t.p. partly detached from block, pale stamps
of a Soviet institution on t.p., p.17 and ads., pencil marks in table of
contents, otherwise good and clean copy.
First edition. Very rare.
Early Soviet manual on how to organize mass and noisy but
educational and socializing activities for children of 9-14 years.
Alongside the sack race and target shooting that remained the same,
some old games were included with names changed. For example,
there is a game “Dobrolet”: children have to squat every time when
a host mentions a flying animal. If not, a child who failed performs a
funny penalty. Also, the book contains a game “The Time League” in
which a host commits children to walk around for a certain period of
time. The early Soviet airline ‘Dobrolet’ had provided service since 1923
and ‘The Time League’ existed during the NEP period.
Among summer outdoor games the author added one named
‘Glavryba’ [i.e. The main directorate of fishery and state fishing industry].
Some children are “fishes”, some are appointed fishermen. When a “fish”
gets caught, that child goes to “warehouse” and turns into another
fisherman. If all the fishes are harvested (excluding the last one),
children may start “The Celebration of Fishing Industry” i.e. a carnival
procession headed by the last “fish”.
The author offered games with the most fascinating titles for
the organization in pioneer camps. Among them are “Find out plans of
enemies”, “Spoil telegraph of fascists”, “Transfer revolutionary literature
across a border”. The book ends with five games-performances which
may last for one or three days. This section includes a performance “A
Woman Is Not a Slave”. Here is its description: “The staging shows the
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hard work of women in the West. For example, at a cast-iron factory,
workers are suffering from soot and cinder, a sick worker-mother is
fired for absenteeism for several days. Working women are organizing
an underground meeting, working youth are indignant, letters on the
situation in other cities are being read out, the participants called for
a rally. After that, part 2 is staged about the burdensome daily life of
women. Family violence, illiteracy, religiosity are played for the old
bourgeois world that contrasts against work of socialist women’s
departments, workers’ clubs, nurseries, canteens, libraries built in the
newly formed Soviet state”.
$350

16

[ B O O K F O R T H E N E W S O C I A L I S T G E N E R AT I O N ]

Evgen’ev, B. Katin likbez [i.e. Katia’s Literacy Courses]. Moscow: Rabotnik
prosveshcheniia, 1929. 64 pp.: ill. 18x13,5 cm. In original illustrated
wrappers. Small tear of spine, red pencil note on back cover and ink
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The only copy
is located
in Princeton
University.

number on front cover, otherwise very good and clean internally.
First and only edition. One of 10 000 copies produced. Rare.
Cover design was produced by artist Alexei Romanov (1904-1988) who
contributed to all books in a series “Reading Room of Soviet School”.
Juvenile propaganda story about changes in daily life of Soviet
people. It covered simultaneously two socialist campaigns against
kulaks and illiteracy. Its author Boris Evgen’ev (1903-1984) published
a row of educative and fascinating books about Soviet country and
socialist life: “An Arrow Over an Ocean”, “Five-Year Plan”, “We Live in
Moscow”, “Running with Milk”, etc. In this story, a girl Katia goes to a
village on summer vacation and teaches some people ABC while “a relic
of the bourgeois past” tries to block her initiative.
$450
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Not in the
Worldcat.

[ S OV I E T P R E S C H O O L E R S ]

Rumer, M., Metlov, N. 50 igr s peniem dlia detei ot 3–8 let (s metodicheskimi
ukazaniiami) [i.e. 50 Games with Songs for Children of 3–8 Years Old (with
Instructions)]. Moscow: Rabotnik prosveshcheniia, 1930. 64, [3] pp.: sheet
music. 21,5x14,5 cm. In original constructivist wrappers. Fragments of
the spine lost, with some pieces of covers paper along the spine, foxing
on covers, pale stamps and numbers of a Soviet institution on p. 3,17
and last one (blank). Otherwise very good and clean.
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First and only edition. One of 10 000 copies produced. Very
rare.
It is a guide to rhythmic games regarded as a component of
education of young children. It was written by organizers of mass music
preschool education, Soviet pedagogs Maria Rumer (1888-1981) and
Nikolai Metlov (1885-1971). Soon after the Revolution, Rumer headed
the out-of-school education section of the People’s Commissariat for
Education and simultaneously worked at the Institute of Rhythmic
Education in Moscow. Later she taught rhythmics at the Moscow State
Conservatory. The “Rumer’s system of rhythmic education” included a
wide range of techniques for revealing creative potential of students
and educating them as imaginative, curious and open-minded. Her
collaborator, pedagog Metlov sought to create the system of music
education in the USSR and emphasized the importance of celebrations
held in nurseries and kindergartens. Metlov was the first author of
programs for musical disciplines which were studied at different levels
of training of music teachers and kindergarten pedagogs: from shortterm courses to higher educational institutions.
The guide contains 50 simple songs that young children
performed without accompaniment of piano, but with addition of
march, elementary and more complex educational games. Sheet music
fragments are given with lyrics and instructions.
The authors compiled them into sections: “organization”, “labor”,
“everyday life”, “The Red Army”, “game”, “fauna”, “winter” and others. For
instance, a game song “Keep Your Ears Open for Song” gathers 5-6-year
children in a circle and they start to sing or hum. In advance they choose
one child in a circle. A host enters that room and starts to go behind
children listening to how they are singing. Children begin to sing louder
as soon as the host comes closer to the chosen one. Children of 6-8
years old might be organized for a performance “Individual Peasants
and Collective Farmers” in which “kolkhoz farmers” united in groups
of three to perform agricultural machinery. In a game “Factory” they
performed plant machines and their occasional failures.
$350
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The only copy
is located at
the University
of Southern
Mississippi.

[ C H I L D R E N ’ S B O O K S A N D A N I M AT I O N ]

Marshak, S. La Poste [i.e. Post Service]. Leningrad: Mejdounarodnaia
kniga, [1930s]. 26x19,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Small tears
of spine, few stains, otherwise very good.
Rare. Translated from Russian to French by Alice Orane. No title
page, as issued.
Popular children’s book by coryphaeus of Soviet juvenile
literature Samuil Marshak. The plot is uncomplicated: catching up
with an addressee, a letter flies around almost the entire globe: from
Leningrad to Berlin, from Berlin to London, from London to Brazil, from
Brazil to Leningrad again. The first Russian edition was published in
1927.
This particular French edition came out with no date
of publication and printrun indicated. The Soviet organization
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‘Mezhdunarodnaya kniga’ was founded in 1923, its diverse activity
included exporting antiquarian books abroad to finance the development
of Soviet economics. Also, the company took part in issuing books and
magazines in foreign languages.
Throughout two decades, the work was reprinted at different
publishers and changed designs, but the artist remained the same.
The edition was designed by Mikhail Tsekhanovskii (1889-1965), an
artist, illustrator and later animation director. In 1918 he graduated
from the Moscow School of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture.
During the Russian Civil War, he served in the Red Army, where he
was engaged in applied art and sculpture, then returned to Petrograd
where he continued to study applied art and taught at the State Art and
Industrial College. In 1926, Tsekhanovskii began to work at the Raduga
publishing house and at the children’s department of Lengiz publishing
house. Tsekhanovskii adopted the constructivist graphic method but
was forced to turn his back upon it in the 1930s.
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The book “Pochta” (1927) inspired him to embark on animation
and create a cartoon ‘Post Service’ in 1929. At this time, Tsekhanovskii
stood at the origins of “drawn sound”, together with musician Yevgenii
Sholpo and composer Arsenii Avraamov. In 1930 they created the first
Soviet sound animation ‘Post Service’ (now a negative film of this
version is lost). The ‘Post Service’ became the first Soviet cartoon to
have a mass audience and the first Soviet cartoon to be widely shown
abroad, while its hand-colored version became the first Soviet color
animation.
Interestingly, this Marshak’s poem is dedicated to another
popular children’s writer Boris Zhitkov – his character is slipping away
from the letter, heading to a new destination.
$650
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Not in Worldcat.

[ P H Y S I C A L C U LT U R E O F P I O N E E R S ]

Artsishevskii, V. Zariadka dlia detei 10-12 let [i.e. Morning Exercises for
Children of 10-12 Years Old]. Moscow: Fizkul’tura i sport, 1941. [21] pp. :
ill. 9,3x8,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Mint.
First and only edition. Very rare.
Remarkable miniature photobook giving instructions on daily
physical exercises.
Physical culture of proletarian masses established in the youth.
Schools held sports competitions, Osoaviakhim branches organized
military clubs for young generations of Soviet-minded people. There
was a stubborn struggle for the right to take part in international
Spartakiads in 1928-1937. As a part of hygiene widespread since the
1920s, morning exercises were introduced with a selection of particular
workouts for women, children, employees who worked primarily
standing or sitting or who usually operated a particular group of
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muscles.
This small guide contains two general exercise complexes
for children, differing in complexity. In the first one, the author offered
seven movements and doubled the number in the following complex.
According to the foreword, children should have started the second
complex after 2-3 months of training. Each exercise is shown in pictures
provided by photographer I. Prokhorova but is also explained by text
caption.
Thanks to Soviet propaganda of hygiene, people were taught to
visit public bathhouses once a week. In city apartments, workers
had the opportunity to sponge their bodies with cold water after
morning exercises. As with this brochure, other guides ended with
recommendation of sponging bodies.
The compiler of this guide, Viacheslav Artsishevskii (19001958) worked in the State Research Institute for Physical Culture and
Sport until he was arrested in 1948. He was sentenced to 10 years
of labor camps, survived and was released in 1955. Until repression,
Artsishevskii published about 25 guides and textbooks on exercises
held for children in schools, pioneer camps, through radio programs.
$1,250
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LIBRARIES

20

Not in Worldcat.

[ S OV I E T L I B R A R I E S ]

Bibliotechnaia tekhnika. Preis-kurant #2 [i.e. Library Equipment. Price List
#2]. Moscow, 1927. 36 pp.: ill., p. 37-48 of ads. 26x17,5 cm. In original
constructivist wrappers. Tears of spine, lower corner and small fragment
of upper edge of front cover lost, some tears of pages, otherwise very
good and clean copy.
Very rare. Constructivist cover design features catalog boxes
that together indicate the date of this publication. It most likely was
created by theatrical artist and Meyerhold’s follower Ilya Shlepianov
(1900-1951). In 1927 he moved to Moscow from Baku where worked
on stage design of performances in the Working Theater for two years.
He became a victim of critics accusing him [and other formalist figures]
of the decay of Russian realistic theater. Shlepianov moved to Moscow
where he joined the staff of the Theater of Revolution.
It is a trade catalog of the Bureau of Central Catalogization of
the Main Directorate of Political Enlightenment of RSFSR (BTSK) that
was founded in 1925. The company produced catalog cards for newly
issued and old books, printed library posters and banners and supplied
libraries with equipment they needed. Apart from this state company,
the NEP period saw private suppliers of library equipment, so BTSK was
forced to decrease prices by the second trade year. Interesting that this
particular catalog was published at the printing shop of courses for
press-correctors and book scientists.
The edition witnessed an early Soviet initiative to unify the
work of all Soviet libraries. The content of library cards is explained,
instructions how to place the order on cards are provided. In particular,
BTSK sold some standard card sets for specialized or small libraries.
They might choose a variant of subscription or ordered cards from a
BTSK bulletin. All terms are printed in this catalog.
All items produced are illustrated with photographs or
schemes. BTSK offered a great diversity of library forms and cards, card
boxes, book stoppers, paper knives, folders and sticks for periodicals.
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The last spectacular section of the catalog shows constructivist posters
that served as reminders of rules or advertisements of new editions.
Finally, the catalog advertised a new service of BTSK to supply
libraries with “processed” books i.e. in library binding, with filled cards
and forms. In 1927, the company provided such books in Moscow,
Leningrad, Kharkiv, Sverdlovsk, Rostov-on-Don and Saratov.
$950
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[ P H O T O B O O K O F K H R U S H C H E V ’ S T H AW ]

Petrovskii, V. Bibliotechnaia tekhnika : Al’bom nagliadnykh posobii [i.e.
Library Technique : Album of Pictures]. Moscow: Goskul’tprosvetizdat,
1956. 42 leaves. 27x42,5 cm. In the original illustrated folder. Rubbed
and bumped, small tears of folder, minor tears of title leaf, pale water
stain on folder, ink number on its rear side, creases of some leaves’
corners, otherwise very good and clean.
First and only edition. Rare.
This illustrated manual demonstrated what Soviet librarians’
job consisted of, as well as materials, documents and specialized
equipment that any of them needed to deal with. Every leaf is dedicated
to a single topic: a way each book made from its reception to a reader,
cataloging books with different authorship, book classification for large
and small libraries, book binding and repair, types of catalog boxes, etc.
The author exponds how to create catalog cards and inventory books,
and how to process a new acquisition. Typical measurements of unified
book, magazine and newspaper shelves are provided. Alongside drawn
schemes and exemplary tables, the edition contains photographs of
librarians, book covers, catalog cards and documentation.
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Design was created by Efim Pernikov (1903-1966), a Minskborn artist who graduated from VKHUTEIN in 1930. After the study,
he worked as a poster and magazine designer. Interestingly, in the
late 1930s he began to use constructivist elements in book design. At
the same time he turned to photomontage and was engaged in the
production of propaganda art but practiced this technique customarily.
Among books designed by him are ‘The Ceiling of the World’ (1934), ‘The
USSR is State of Socialism : Statistics Book’ (1936).
All the works by the compiler Vladimir Petrovskii were related
to the system of Soviet libraries: “Protection of Books in Libraries of
Workshop, Railway and Factory Schools” (1947), “Library Equipment
: Instructions for Students of Distant Librarian Courses” (1947),
“Organization of Book Collections and Catalogs of Trade Union Libraries”
(1955), etc.
$1,000
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VII

LIFE & ART OF THE PEOPLES OF
THE USSR
22

All issues
are located
in Princeton
University; several
issues are located
in University of
Illinois.

[ F E M I N I S T M AG A Z I N E B Y WO M E N , F O R WO M E N ]

Rabotnitsa: organ Otdela po rabote sredi zhenshchin TSK RKP [i.e. The
Woman Worker: Organ of Department of Female Workforce of Central
Committee of Russian Communist Party] #2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13/14,
15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24 for 1924, #7 for 1925. Overall 18 issues. Moscow,
1924-1925. Most: 26x17,5 cm. 1925 issue: 29,5x19,5 cm. In original
illustrated wrappers.
#2 Spine repaired, with small tear, front cover soiled, otherwise very
good.
#5: Detached and soiled covers glued to spine, otherwise very good.
#6: Tears of spine, some soiling of front cover, otherwise very good.
#7: Tears of spine, otherwise very good.
#8: Tear of spine, otherwise very good.
#9: Tears of spine, some soiling of front cover, otherwise very good.
#10: Small tear of spine, lower edge chipped, otherwise very good.
#11: Small tears of spine, otherwise very good.
#12: Detached covers glued to spine, otherwise very good.
#13/14: No back cover, otherwise very good.
#15: Small tears of spine, otherwise very good.
#16: Tear of spine, otherwise very good.
#18: Small tears of spine, otherwise very good.
#19: Back cover detached, otherwise very good.
#20: Tears of spine, otherwise very good.
#22: Mint.
#24: Soiling of covers, otherwise very good.
#7 for 1925: Tears and soiling of covers, otherwise very good.
Rare set of early issues of a Soviet feminist magazine ‘The
Woman Worker’.
In the 1920s design of magazines played a key role, especially
with so many creative minds devoted to political agitation. In 19241925 the magazine ‘Rabotnitsa’ used interesting design experiments,
including photomontages. They remained anonymous as early issues
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of the magazine credited no artists at all. Yet, they are notable as
socialist photomontages on motherhood, childhood, nurseries and
women’s emancipation. Cover design of issue #13/14 shows a simple
photomontage including a picture “kitchen slaves” – there some
women were demonstrated in their pre-socialist activities. A doublepage photomontage was published in #9 compiling pictures of babies
and children in Moscow nurseries and orphanages.
Designs of issues feature pictures by unknown photographers
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who took them watching women at work, during political meetings or
lectures. Some internal decorations were created by Leningrad graphic
artist and engraver Isaak Aizensher (1900-1952).
‘Rabotnitsa’ is one of the oldest Russian magazines exclusively
devoted to women. Founded in 1914, it is the first socialist women’s
magazine, and the most politically left of the women’s periodicals.
‘Rabotnitsa’ has served as the official women’s publication under the
Communist Party in Russia since 1917. The magazine was instrumental
in awakening the women workers to the political reality of the times
and brought them under the party’s banner. The edition contains articles
on East women’s education, equal work and political activity. Issue #12
comprises portraits of female members of communist organizations in
Uzbekistan and Caucasian Republics, #18 features a group photo from
Azerbaijani female classes of literacy.
The magazine frequently published “tips and instructions on
how to cope with these household chores in such a way as to find more
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leisure and time for public life, for building a great new life”. Among
them was a practice to support and use the service of nurseries. A
curious photomontage advertisement was published in issue #16 for
a competition for “the best head of a nursery”. Also, “the revolution of
everyday life” was held through construction of canteens and kitchenfactories. For instance, #6 contains an article illustrated with two
photomontages of public kitchens and a Narpit [People’s Feeding]
cafeteria.
Another frequent topic is the physical culture of a female
worker. “The woman worker is the mother of her class. The health of the
whole class is in her health… If women are used to spending one day
per week in the fresh air, they will seek sport activities”.
$4,500
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Worldcat shows
1 copy located in
University of Texas.

[DISABLED PERSONS IN THE USSR]

Shoev, F. Trud slepykh pod okhranoi sovvlasti [i.e. The Labor of Blind People
Is Under Protection of Soviet Power]. Moscow: Moskovskii rabochii, 1930.
32 pp. 15x11 cm. In original illustrated wrappers in constructivist style.
Spine rubbed, with tear, upper corner of front cover chipped, otherwise
very good and clean copy.
First and only edition. Very rare. Early Soviet book on working
conditions of blind people. The All-Russian Association of the Blind (VOS)
was created in 1923. Its Smolensk Department was headed by Fyodor
Shoev (1902-1965) who was born visually impaired and graduated
from the Smolensk School for Blind Children. Since the foundation of
the association, Shoev had taken an active part and influenced lots of
its projects. After 1924, he studied in the Moscow University, then he
completed postgraduate studies at the Central Research Institute for
the Evaluation of the Ability to Work and the Organization of Labor
of the Disabled. For about forty years, Shoev wrote various works on
typhlo pedagogy and typhlo psychology.
According to the 1926 All-Russian population census, more
than 230 thousands of Soviet people were totally blind, including 132
thousand women. This number didn’t comprise people with moderate
or severe visual impairment. Contemporary physicians declared that 60
percent of them might have avoided impairment if they got medical
care in good time, and their living and working conditions were at good
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level.
The author writes that in 1926 a group of blind musicians
founded an electric motor workshop in Moscow. By 1930, their products
were welcomed and the enterprise counted about 250 blind employees.
By 1930, 800 visually impaired workers were employed in other Moscow
and Leningrad factories. Of them, Shoev lists 2o factories mentioning
occupations of blind workers. Some of them were shock-workers
participating in socialist construction.
To decrease illiteracy of people with vision loss, the AllRussian Association of the Blind (VOS) opened clubs holding lectures,
excursions, discussions and distributing books in braille. In particular,
Shoev was one of the authors of a Soviet primer created specifically for
blind adults and taught at literacy courses.
VOS also founded several libraries where a magazine “Life of
the Blind” was supplied alongside books. In the early 1930s, 55 blind
people attended Moscow factory workers’ courses and 14 people with
visual impairment studied at Moscow institutes.
$950
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Not in Worldcat.

[ H O D J A N A S R E D D I N I N C R I M E A N TATA R F O L K L O R E ]

El’ton, V. Khodzha Nasreddin : Komediia v 3 deistviiakh [i.e. Hodja
Nasreddin : Comedy in 3 Acts]. Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1939. 72 pp. 21x14 cm.
In original printed wrappers. Fragments of spine lost, corners of covers
and few last leaves chipped, some stains on covers, otherwise very good
and clean internally.
Glass-printed edition. One of 1075 copies produced. Extremely
rare. Nasreddin is mostly known as a character of short tales, but this is
a Soviet play based on Crimean Tatar folklore.
Most countries whose oral and written literature nurtured any
version of Nasreddin were annexed by the Soviet Union. Officially, such
stories gained popularity in Russian after Leonid Soloviev published his
novel “Disturber of the Peace” (1940). However, this particular edition
was printed a year earlier.
Being technically like lithography, Russian and Soviet
steklografiia was used for cheap printmaking in early years after the
Revolution. It was also favored by Russian avant-garde artists. El’ton’s
work was issued by a huge Moscow publisher ‘Iskusstvo’ that created
parade editions with photomontages and
other complicated visual elements. The book
of such a technique comes across as intimate
and non-official. Vladimir El’ton was known
as an actor of the Moscow Operetta Theater.
Among ethnic minorities of the USSR
repressed and deported to inland territories,
Crimean Tatars were one of the most affected
ethnic groups. In 1944, Crimean Tatars were
blamed for collaboration with Nazi Germany.
They were exiled to regions of Soviet Central
Asia, the Mari Republic and some other areas
where they founded ‘specialized settlements’.
A lot of Tatars who refused the deportations
were executed by the authorities. Their
folklore was repressed until the late 1950s.
Short stories and satirical anecdotes
about Nasreddin quickly spread among
Soviet soldiers and political prisoners in the
camps.
No 24
$700
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Worldcat shows
copies located
in University of
Hawaii, Amherst
College.

[PEOPLES OF RUSSIAN ARCTIC]

Evenkiia. Graviury V.I. Meshkova [i.e. Evenkia. Engravings by V. Meshkov].
Leningrad: Khudozhnik RSFSR, 1961. 7 pp.: ill.+10 ills. 38,5x29,5 cm. In
original illustrated folder. Folder rubbed, with tears of folds and creases,
pale water stain on lower edge, small stain and minor tear of brochure,
some creases on lower edge of leaf #10.
Signed by the author on an inner flap of the folder.
One of 5000 copies produced. Rare. Introductory text by N.
Ustinovich. Design by Iu. Kirillin.
This series of 10 colored linocuts are dedicated to the country
of Evenks, the indigenous people of the Russian North. Evenk National
Okrug (also called Evenkia) was an administrative division within
Krasnoyarsk Krai since 1930.
The series was created by Soviet artist Vladimir Meshkov
(1919-2012) who was raised in the Irkutsk region and embarked on
linocut technique while he was studying in school. Soon Meshkov
illustrated city and region periodicals of Irkutsk and Krasnoyarsk
territorial divisions. In 1939, the artist moved to the Russian North,
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to Evenkia and joined employees of a local newspaper. This move
played a decisive role in his art while his linocuts influenced the local
newspaper and a level of literacy at the territory. Meshkov frequently
applied a poster-style method to those illustrations and an elementary
comparison principle to make the periodical more clear. Also, linocut
prints were published in series “So It Was And So It Is”, “Past and Present
of Evenkia”, “Hospital vs Shaman”, etc. Meshkov himself joked that he
spent a whole cart of linoleum from Krasnoyarsk. The 1940-1941 AllSoviet Agricultural Exhibition was the first show that exhibited Evenki
works by Meshkov. He survived the Great Patriotic War and came back
to Krasnoyarsk Krai. He returned to illustrating periodicals, books and
also published a book “Newspaper Engraving in Linoleum and Wood”
adopted as a manual for novice engravers. Meshkov traveled a lot across
Siberia but always came back to Evenkia and explored the territory
by deers, airplanes, boats or on foot. Finally he mastered colored lino
printing and his first work in the technique was “In Tura”, No. 8 of this
series. The reproductions demonstrate Northern lights illuminating
daily life and work of Evenki, their households and reindeers. After the
series “Evenkia” (1961), Meshkov published series “Northern Dawns”
(1966), “Taimyr” (1974), “Yenisei North” (1975).
$950
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Worldcat shows
copies located in
LoC and University
of Pennsylvania.

[ L I T H U A N I A N A RT ]

Krasauskas, S. Moters gimimas [i.e. Birth of a Woman]. Vilnius: Vaga,
1979. [3] pp.+ 16 ills. 40,5x31 cm. In original illustrated folder. Minor
horizontal tears of folder on folds, with their edges chipped, some
soiling of folder, ink note in brochure, otherwise very good and clean.
Third revised edition. Scarce.
A series of autozincography works created by notable
Lithuanian artist Stasys Krasauskas (1929-1977). He first studied at the
Kaunas Institute for Physical Education – he was an excellent swimmer
his all life and a member of the national water polo team. Krasauskas
studied graphic art at the Lithuanian State Art Institute in Vilnius in
1952–1958. He regularly published his caricatures and portraits in
Lithuanian periodicals since 1952. Krasauskas mastered different
engraving techniques and illustrated more than twenty editions.
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In this one, zincography prints are preceded by an introductory
brochure with a short essay by writer Mykolas Sluckis and a poem by
Justinas Marcinkevičius. Krasauskas collaborated with them, illustrating
their writings with engravings. The first edition hasn’t included such
a brochure. Texts were published in Lithuanian and Russian. Sluckis
wrote: “I’m not trying anyhow to outline a comprehensive portrait of
the artist but I would love to highlight one of his traits: tenderness.
All works by Stasys Krasauskas are imbued with tenderness, especially
1971-1972 series of zincography etchings ‘Moters gimimas’”.
This series tells a story of a woman’s life, maturing from youth
to motherhood. A woman was drawn as two superimposed figures,
sometimes captured in movement or interacted with nature and a child.
$950
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RADIO
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This issue is not
found in Worldcat.

[ RO D C H E N KO ]

Radioslushatel’ [i.e. Radio Listener] #10 for 1930. Moscow: NKTP, 1930. 16
pp.: ill. 31,5x23 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Restored, some pale
stains, otherwise very good.
Very rare. Issue of a magazine for radio enthusiasts published
in 1928-1930. The next year it was succeeded by the journal “Moscow
is Speaking” (1930-1931).
Its outstanding design was created by avant-garde artist and
photographer Alexander Rodchenko. The cover design was made as a
frame for a portrait printed on the front page. The frame features the
decoration of twisted radio wire. A photo portrait shows a young man
working as a molder at the Ilyich factory.
Unlike other Soviet periodicals dedicated to radio, this one
barely explained technical structures for radio waves and didn’t give
advice on how to improve a hand-made receiver. This magazine was
about a crucial role of radio broadcasting for purposes of socialist
construction and collectivization, and about upcoming radio programs.
Thus, one of the first articles reads: “Central Asian radio center has
organized radio courses in Uzbek language to liquidate illiteracy in
agronomy” and “In Yerevan, radio programs discussed a sowing campaign
and collectivization in Armenian, Russian and Turkic languages”. Few
radio signals from Moscow might be caught in the Arctic Ocean, but
polar researchers managed to transmit reports on what life conditions
were on archipelago Franz Josef Land (annexed by the Soviet Union in
1926), Dikson island and nearby Matochkin Strait. A following article
introduced readers how the Central Weather Bureau collected data
and then provided forecasts through radio broadcasting. The text is
illustrated with photographs by M. Prekhner. His photos of theatrical
production supplement an article advertising a radio program “The First
Results of Theatrical Season”. Among the pictures are “Commander” in
the Meyerhold Theater and “Beggar’s Opera” in the Kamerny Theater.
Due to the high popularity of radio drama and audio concerts, the
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magazine also published Prekhner’s pictures of a lyre group performing
for Moscow radio center and all-round musician Loginov working with
three instruments. A list of Soviet radio programs for April and May
1930 was published as well.
$700
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Not found in
Worldcat.

[RADIO TECHNICS]

Bazhanov, S. Radioliubitel’skie volnomery [i.e. Radio Enthusiasts’
Wavemeters]. Moscow: Radioizdat, 1936. 12 pp.: ill. 21x14 cm. In
original illustrated wrappers. No title page as issued. Mint, Georgian ink
signature on p.1
First and only edition. Scarce.
Anonymous constructivist cover design. No title page, as issued.
Technical brochure for amateur radio engineers giving
instructions on how to construct and operate a resonant wavemeter. It
is the first book by Stepan Bazhanov who is the author of several books
on radio. Among them are “What Radio Location Is”, “Radio Enthusiasts’
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Measurements”, “How a Radio Lamp Works”, etc. They were written in the
early period of the development of radio culture. In the Soviet Union,
radio equipment was produced by amateur radio engineers themselves
and was made of both pre-existing materials and special details
provided by the Society of Radio Friends. Schemes with instructions
were printed in radio periodicals and books on this topic. When a
receiver was ready, it was registered through a post or telegraph office.
The process of domesticating the radio technique began, moving it to
kitchens of communal apartments.
This particular brochure includes some technical schemes
but also charts, tables and photographs of the equipment and a radio
engineer operating an absorption wavemeter.
$150
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SOVIET ECONOMY
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Not in Worldcat.

[ S O V I E T H E AV Y I N D U S T RY : K I R O V P L A N T ]

Cherevkov, V. Zheleznyi gorod (Zavod “Krasnyi putilovets”) [i.e. Iron City
(Red Putilovite Plant)]. Moscow: Krest’ianskaia gazeta, 1927. 56 pp.: ill.
22,5x15 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Spine chipped, with small
tears, otherwise very good copy.
First and only edition. One of 10 000 copies. Very rare.
Good edition on Soviet exploitation of the huge Putilov
Ironworks and its role in industrialization of the country. It was written
by juvenile nonfiction writer Vladimir Cherevkov (1894-1960). He told a
story how the Putilov Works turned from military to civil machinery.
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Before the Revolution, the Putilov Ironworks was the largest
mechanical engineering and agricultural machinery plant in Saint
Petersburg. In February 1917, workers of the manufacturer organized
a strike and thus set in motion a chain of revolutionary events. Some
months later, the enterprise was nationalized. When the Russian
Civil War was over, the plant was renamed the Red Putilovite Plant
and reoriented on manufacture of the first Soviet tractors, FordzonPutilovets, based on the Fordson tractor. A photograph of these tractors
is published alongside pictures of work space.
After Sergei Kirov was murdered in 1934, this factory was
renamed again.
$550

30

The paper copies
are located in LoC
and University of
Michigan.

[ A R C T I C F I S H I N G I N D U S T RY I N T H E U S S R ]

Rybnyi Murman : Sbornik rasskazov i ocherkov Murmanskikh moriakov [i.e.
Fishy Murmansk : Collection of Stories and Essays by Murmansk Fishermen].
[Moscow]: Snabtekhizdat, 1933. XXIV, 398, [1] pp.: ill. 17,5x13 cm. In
original cloth with bronze lettering on front cover and spine, in original
constructivist dust jacket. Dust wrappers rubbed and chipped, with tear
of front cover flap, rusty staples, some stains occasionally, otherwise
very good.
First and only edition. One of 7150 copies. Very rare.
Cover and dust jacket design by D. Bogomolov. The image
includes a picture of a dark ship with sea splashes; the ensign of the
USSR is drawn and the title is made of lines of various designs.
This edition showcases an interesting experience of organizing
a literary club for fishermen and supervising the creation of stories
about their craft.
Murmansk is the world’s most-populated settlement north of
the Arctic Circle and a port with generally ice-free waters around it.
Its essential industries have always been connected with fishing. The
introduction presents some statistics of the industry during the first
five-year plan. In 1930, Soviet trawler construction had been launched
in Leningrad and import of the vessels ceased. Fishing kolkhozes and
cooperatives were founded. Shock-workers turned up among fishermen
and the production was significantly increased. In the early 1930s, a
group of journalists led by R. Lipets (who later became an editor of this
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book) were sent to Murmansk to outline the life of these fishy lands,
both for socialist workers and indigenous Saami people. Instead, they
taught the fishermen how to write essays. Twenty six representatives
of the Murmansk fishing industry were engaged, including workers
of fishing vessels and local kolkhozes, employees of organizations
‘Murgosrybtrest’ (Murmansk State Fishing Trest) and ‘Sevtraltrest’ (North
Trawling Trest).
In total, the edition contains 36 works, including prose and
poetry, about fishing along the Kola Peninsula in the pre-revolutionary
and Soviet periods. The authors chronicled their input in socialist
construction and competition, details of their craft, but also cultural
and social life in the place. Texts are illustrated with 49 photographs
showcasing the construction of a ship, fisher employees, settlements
Teriberka and Suma, reindeer sleigh, a wooden dwelling, a warehouse,
children’s activities, adult labor in fish harvesting and processing,
pictures from Soviet trawler, kolkhoz and dock, reproduction of a local
wall newspaper ‘Krab’ (Crab).
All texts were written by the workers themselves, so stories
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presented specialized vocabulary that was explained in a “Dictionary of
Fishermen’s and Local Words” printed at the end of the book.
$950
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Worldcat doesn’t
track this edition.

[ F O R E S T I N V E N T O RY A N D S O V I E T AV I AT I O N ]

Gaveman, A., Kuznetsov, A. Aeros’emka v lesnom khoziaistve [i.e. Aerial
Survey in Forest Economics]. Moscow: Goslestekhizdat, 1934. 18, [34] pp.:
ill. 35,5x25,5 cm. In original cloth with blind embossed lettering within
silver rectangles. Covers slightly soiled, few pages faded, ink numbers
on front endpaper and p.17, otherwise very good.
First and only edition. One of 3000 copies. Very rare.
Remarkable early edition on the application of airplanes in the
Soviet forest inventory.
In 1918, the first aerial photography department was
founded in the Air Fleet of the Red Army. An aerial photography and
photogrammetry school was headed by pioneer of aerodynamics
Nikolai Zhukovskii and pioneer of photogrammetry Vasilii Naidenov.
Soon the Dobrolet air company was formed in 1923 and its aerial
survey department was opened. It was divided into four sectors: flightshooting, photo laboratory, photogrammetry and aerial photo geodetic.
The first sector was headed by professor V. Tsvet-Koliadinskii who is
considered one of the founders of civil aerial photography. The name of
Tsvet-Koliadinskii is associated with the improvement of methods and
techniques of aerial photography and the creation of fundamentally
new instruments for this activity. Due to climatic conditions, not so many
days of a year were conducive for airplane photography in the USSR, yet
it was held over time. Since 1925 aerial survey of the Soviet territories
had been started from the Tver province. In 1926-1927, territory of over
5.000 kilometers was examined in the Mari Autonomous Republic and
about 50.000 kilometers were filmed in West Siberia in 1932.
Generally, there were two people on a plane: a pilot and an
operator-observer. Contrary to foreign practice, the book reads, Soviet
aerial survey was carried out without a separate person responsible for
navigation because of no equipment.
Also, no special airplane was set. In 1930, a decision was
made to build an amphibious aircraft for aerial survey. In the same
year, a special research institute for aerial photography was organized,
headed by academician A. Fersman. The subjects of the institute also
included the development of requirements for such airplanes. By 1934,
V. Shavrov and his team completed and tested the Sh-5 model. After its
tests, the aircraft was regarded as outdated in terms of scheme, shape
and design. Despite Sh-5 had been built, it wasn’t finally accepted for
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mass production. This book includes a photograph of the Sh-5 model
published under a picture of the Fokker airplane that was widespread
in the 1920s. Fokker’s images were drawn on two following pages
explaining how direct and perspective shooting were made – and then,
Shavrov’s model was presented in combination of these methods of
filming.
The second (illustrative) section of the book, which opens with
the airplanes, demonstrates how operators hung some developed and
printed pictures on a wall to see them as a whole thing. Such a montage
showed them if the plane was flying crooked. Other photographs were
published to overview filming various landscapes – forests, mountains,
rivers, etc. – and visibility of their exploitation in photos.
The authors supposed that in the following years the USSR
would use autogyros and airships for aerial survey. In the early 1930s,
engineers under the leadership of N. Kamov tested Soviet models of an
autogyro. At the same time, the 1930s became a short period when the
Soviet Union actively built airships for the purpose of North exploration.
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However, the production of both types of aircraft were soon abandoned
and the application of airplanes continued.
In all, a source on early Soviet aerial survey and a witness of
Vadim Shavrov’s amphibious aircraft he invented for this field. Unlike
this one, his models Sh-2 and Sh-7 were produced throughout decades.
$850
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Worldcat shows
copies located in
Hawaii University
and Australian
National
University.

[HARBIN]

Orfograficheskii slovar’ [i.e. An Orthographic Dictionary]. Harbin: Iakor’,
1927. 217 pp.+7 pp. of ads. 13x9,5 cm. In original printed wrappers.
Good. Rubbed and soiled, corners of front cover lost, pencil marks
occasionally.
Extremely rare emigre edition.
This handbook contains an orthographic dictionary based
on 1917 changes. Prepared in the early 20th century, the reform of
orthography was accepted by the Provisional Government in May 1917
and formalized by a Bolshevik decree in late December 1917. In October
1918, all Bolshevik printed matters were forced to switch into new
orthography, excluding some “excess” letters and simplifying standards
of writing.
Despite the fact that professional linguists developed the
reform long before the revolution without any political goal, its final
introduction by Bolsheviks at the same time as they seized power
seriously worsened the attitude towards it. New simplified conventions
weren’t used in most publications printed in White-controlled territories
and at emigre publishing houses. Partly, Russian emigre culture adopted
new orthography in the 1940-1950s.
After Kolchaks’ government was defeated, the number of Russian
residents in Manchuria increased. Whole families of refugees and White
officers joined the Russian diaspora working for the Chinese Eastern
Railway. In 1924, the Soviet Union and China signed an agreement to
establish diplomatic relations. The Chinese Eastern Railway remained
in service of Russians, under control of China. This caused a wave of
Soviet officers to arrive in Harbin. Most Harbin residents, in order not to
lose their jobs, had to take Soviet citizenship. Thus this city hosted users
of the new Russian orthography.
About twenty Russian publishing houses ran in Harbin until
the 1950s. The enterprise “Iakor’” published and bound books, operated
as a printing shop and a stationery warehouse. Its advertisements
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supplement the dictionary, alongside ads for a magazine ‘Youth’, a
bookstore ‘Fire’ and the Chinese Eastern Railway.
$550
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The only copy is
located at the
University of North
Carolina.
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[ E A R LY S O V I E T P S Y C H O L O G Y ]

Perepel’, I. Psikhoanaliz i fiziologicheskaia teoriia povedeniia : Nabroski
k fiziologicheskomu analizu nevrozov [i.e. Psychoanalysis and the
Physiological Theory of Behavior: Sketches for a Physiological Analysis
of the Neuroses]. Leningrad: Izd. avtora, 1928. 132 pp. 23,5x16 cm. In
original printed wrappers. Spine repaired with paper, small holes in
back cover and last leaf (two letters affected), its lower corner lost,
some soiling, ink signature on t.p. and front cover, some stains on last
leaves and back cover, block repaired with paper on inner margins of p.
32-33. Otherwise good and clean.
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First and only edition. One of 2000 copies produced. Scarce.
Introduction was written by Russian psychologist Alexei Ukhtomsky
(1875-1942) known as an inventor of the theory of a dominant.
Interesting limited edition of scientific monograph related to
the early period in development of psychological and psychoanalytic
science in the USSR in the 1920s. Its author, Ilya Perepel’ (1895-1964)
was an active participant in the Leningrad psychoanalytic movement. His
main research was on the application of psychoanalysis to criminology,
defective childhood and the interaction between psychoanalysis
and reflexological theory. Other his works list: “Experience in the
Application of Psychoanalysis to the Study of Children’s Disabilities”
(1925), “Freudianism and Its Academic Opposition” (1926), “An Analysis
of One Murder Caused by Jealousy” (1927), “Soviet Psychoneurology
and Psychoanalysis” (1927). A list of them is printed on the back cover.
Perepel’ followed the studies of Freud, Pavlov, Ukhtomsky and Bekhterev.
This particular book became the last one dedicated to psychoanalysis.
By the late 1920s, the attitude of state ideology towards psychoanalysis
had changed. A campaign to purge science of dissent has led to a
widespread overthrow of psychoanalysis in scientific and educational
institutions. Commissions were created to reassess the theoretical
and practical activities of scientists. In early 1931, the Academy of
Communist Education condemned scientists who showed “insufficient
vigilance” in relation to psychoanalysis and Freudianism.
Perepel’ survived attacks and later served as doctor of the
Cabinet of Physical Education of the Ambulatory for Higher Technical
Schools. In this position he published only one book, “Running
Technique” in 1933.
$950
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